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which is modeled from Andrea Reynosa’s Big Eddy Farmstand in Narrowsburg, New York, is a dynamic part of the
community-oriented project titled Digging Deeper. The
Digging Deeper installation includes a farm stand, seedling
production, a garden, and the Habitat for Artists structure
outdoors as well as a group exhibition in the large, downstairs gallery indoors. In the broader context, Digging Deeper
is one of three commissioned installations in Franklin Street
Works’ current exhibition Strange Invitation, on view April
6 – June 16, 2013.
The process that brought us here began when I invited
artist and activist Andrea Reynosa to participate in Strange
Invitation with the understanding that she would invite a
collaborator and, together, they would produce an original
project. This is the structure of all three installations in
Strange Invitation — a show that also involves Flint Public
Art Project director Stephen Zacks partnering with Flint,
Michigan, artist collective Flower Tour; and Reanimation
Library founder Andrew Beccone working with artist
Pradeep Dalal on a Franklin Street Works branch of his
Brooklyn based library.
For Digging Deeper, Andrea Reynosa invited
ecoartspace’s Amy Lipton to curate an indoor, group exhibition. The gallery component, like The Franklin Street Heritage Garden & Farmstand, explores themes surrounding our
natural environments with artworks by Habitat for Artists,
Joan Bankemper, Andrea Reynosa, Jenna Spevack, Elaine
Tin Nyo, and Linda Weintraub.
Using strategies that include activating spaces, audience
engagement, and curating, Digging Deeper organizers ask us
to contemplate the commercial and community interactions
surrounding our natural environments in new ways, encouraging fresh perspectives on topics such as food sourcing,
small farming, urban gardening, and sustainability.

— Terri C. Smith
Creative Director,   
—
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INVENTORY
Microgreens
Assorted seedling plants
Kombucha
Provence herbs
Sauerkraut
Brooklyn Roasting Company Coffees
Mast Brother Chocolate Bars

 
   
please check franklinstreetworks.org for updates
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Andrea Reynosa

The Franklin Street Heritage Garden and Farmstand is
a scaled down version of Tusten Heritage Garden and
Big Eddy Farmstand project based in Narrowsburg,
New York. The Narrowsburg project’s creative process
in developing its garden and farmstand operations in
2012 were replicated but loosely adhered to for the
Stamford, CT site. A few meetings were held on site at
Franklin Street Works to get the creative juices flowing
and we were off to the races. Teens from the Big Eddy
Farmstand attended the initial branding brainstorming session, led by Emily Larned, at : Alessandra
Vertrees, Brendan Pat, Taylor Murphy and Heather
Sattler. Following Bethany Fancher’s presentation
about kombucha and bacteria, a kombucha / kim chee
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Tumblr crew arose from that gathering. The second
brainstorming session occurred at SkyDog Farm
in Narrowsburg with Big Eddy Farmstand 2013
Teen crew leaders Lucas Vertrees and Olivia Grady.
Using prompts from Larned’s brainstorming
session, these kids drilled down deep into Stamford
history on the web, using watershed mapping of the
Rippowam River as a geographical perimeter for
historical investigation. Images from general stores
and markets from the turn of the Victorian era
and turn of the 20th Century resonated with their
group session and a logo and farmstand identity was
produced for the Franklin Street project.
Images above from Stamford Historical Society,
Wikimedia.org, & UConn.
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  -
Bethany Fancher

germ : 1. (Medicine /
Pathology) a microorganism, especially one
that produces disease
in animals or plants. 2.
(often plural) the rudimentary or initial form
of something: the germs
of revolution.

—

The language of war is all around.
“Kills 99.9% of Bacteria!” shouts the
Dishwashing liquid. The handsoap
concurs with “Kills 99.99% of germs.”
Hey, wait a minute! Let’s look at
the definition of germ.
So do we want to kill all germs in
mass? Are these soaps packaged in
a language of power play rooted in a
patriarchal, reductionist mindset?
I was suspicious of writer/philosopher René Descartes from the start
when I first studied philosophy in
high school. I also suspected it from
the high school biology class so focused on dissection.
As a refresher, in Descartes’ A
Discourse in Method, he writes,
“Method consists entirely in the order
as a disposition of the objects towards
which our mental vision must be directed if we would find out any truth.
We shall comply with it exactly if we
reduce involved and obscure propositions step by step to those that are
simpler, and then starting with intuitive apprehension of all those that are
absolutely simple, attempt to ascend
to knowledge of all others by precisely
similar steps.”
Descartes seems to want to separate everything into its smallest and
separate parts in order to find knowl6—

edge and truth. He fails to understand
that this thinking is not compatible
when considering living organisms.
His theory does not take into account
that living things in nature exist in
relationship to each other and are
interdependent. Decartes, however,
attempted, as does Western science/
medicine to isolate phenomena
without considering their interactions.
Your life in a Petri dish.
Descartes’ method was to “render
ourselves the masters and possessors of
nature.” So in walks Capitalism who
wants to patent and own all those little
parts as with Monsanto’s ongoing and
aggressive interactions with farmers.
(For more on this saga, please read
Vandana Shiva’s book, Staying Alive:
Women, Ecology and Development. Or
watch the documentary: The World
According to Monsanto.)
Vandana Shiva points out that Descartes’ thoughts are one mode among
many. So we will leave him behind.
No need to feel lonely. You are not
separate and alone, you always have
your microbes!
Some of these microbes live in your
intestines, germinating ideas of revolution. They are breaking down your
food into absorbable forms for your
body. Microbes also work on your food
outside your body in the process called
fermentation.
You can supply your body with
beneficial bacteria by eating fermented
foods! Living lactic acid bacteria
which is present in food, can ferment
foods to our benefit. Fermenting foods
can pre-digest food for us, enhance
nutrients, and even has detoxifying
actions. Let’s look at the definition.
—

ferment : 1. Something, such as a yeast,
bacterium, mold, or
enzyme, that causes
fermentation. 2. Fermentation.3.a. A state of
agitation or of turbulent
change or development.
b. An agent that precipitates or is capable
of precipitating such a
state; a catalyst.
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Are you getting agitated and sifting
through this rhetoric to find out how
we made the kombucha and sauerkraut at our farmstand? Well keep
fermenting…. we are co-evolving beings. If you want to know more about
fermenting and find recipes, check out
this book, The Art of Fermentation, by
Sandor Ellix Katz, who urges us to
cultivate biophilic conbiophilia: a love of life sciousness. Get the fever
and the living world; for biophilia!
What has sauerkraut
the affinity of human got to do with it, this love
beings for other of life? Different foods
like cabbage, cucumbers,
life forms. and grapes host different
microbes. The microbes
found naturally on cabbage
produce a variety of acids and alcohols
in air-free environments. Sauerkraut’s
flavor is the result of these chemicals.
The recipe we used is from Sandor
Katz: http://www.wildfermentation.
com/making-sauerkraut-2/
Ok, about kombucha. Kombucha is
a living health drink made by fermenting tea and sugar with the kombucha culture. The result can taste like
something between sparkling apple
cider and champagne with a touch of
vinegar, depending on what kind of tea
you use. It’s not what you’d imagine
fermented tea would taste like.
You will need what is called a scoby,
the kombucha mother which looks
like a beige slimy pancake. It is a
culture made up of yeasts and bacterias. The culture is placed in sweetened black or green tea and turns a
bowl full of sweet tea into a bowl full
of vitamins, minerals, enzymes and
health-giving organic acids.
—
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There are blogs about how to make
kombucha, this is a particularly good
one: http://legumeloyalist.com/tag/
kombucha.
There are many health benefit claims
about why kombucha can make you
feel good, it is alkalizing to your body
when consumed. Generally it has an
anti-inflammatory affect (one of my
roommates who suffers from arthritis
pain loves the kombucha, the anti-inflammatory properties of kombucha
make him feel good. Now, if he would
cut out eating ice cream and sugary
drinks which make your body  more
acidic, he may not have the arthritic
pain in the first place). The alkaline 
is not what cancer likes to grow in, so
there is the anti-cancer property. And
look, I didn’t even use war language
here. I didn’t say Kombucha will kill
cancer. It just adds an inhospitable
vibe for the cancer to feel unwelcome.
Sugar on the other hand says “move
right in!’”
The war language creates a sense of
power through the violence
of killing, like with what
the label of the handsoap
said.
The label even adopts
the authority of doctors.
Perhaps through making
fermented foods, we begin
to get comfortable with
the idea that microbes are
a part of our existence and
well-being. It is not all
disease and virus. These
attitudes toward micro-organisms are
good reminders that concepts of power
as violence can shift towards non-violence as power, even at levels invisible
to the human eye.
—
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